How to Revise for Mathematics

Before you start revising, get all your notes sorted, make a revision plan covering all topics especially the ones you know you struggle with—and stick to it!

Why not use the MathsWatch 6 week plan

Don’t just read through your book or watch the MathsWatch clips, this is only part of the process. Follow the revision cycle below, only moving on when you know you’ve mastered it.
• Take breaks and have rewards to look forward to  
• Try lots of questions and check your answers  
• Use the Q-drive resources—see below  
• Attend our lunchtime revision lectures—see the school bulletin for more information  
• Ask for help, our door is always open!

Q Drive\Maths\GCSE

Help and Guidance
Information from the exam board for students and parents including the formula sheet

Revision Mats
Exam question booklets targeting specific areas
  • Grade 4-5 Foundation/Higher overlap questions  
  • Problem solving  
  • Grade 9

MathsWatch 6 Week Revision Schedule - worksheets and answers
  • All MW worksheets in one place along with solutions (not available through the website)

Pixl 7-9
  • Presentations (therapies) and worksheets covering topics to achieve a G7+

Practice Papers
  • 48 Practice exam papers for each tier

Revision booklets
  • Past exam paper questions grouped according to topic
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